CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU
Aaron Tucker
Travels from: Florida

Fee Range: $5,001 - $7,500

After nearly two decades of leading teams, and organizations from the
Navy SEALs to successful 10x startups Aaron Tucker knows what it takes to
not just lead a team but create them and define the most optimal culture
around them to increase success. This experience allows Aaron to speak not
just on the premise of military leadership but demonstrate those values in
corporate America from leading startups to a “big four” firm.
Aaron’s Navy SEAL leadership was forged while conducting combat
operations on seven continents in some of the world’s most arduous conditions. He was blessed to
lead both small unconventional teams to large joint forces in support of various operations from US
Embassy Evacuations, counternarcotic operations, and tracking both war criminals and terrorists.
After leaving the active duty SEAL Team he assisted with the further development of the US Counter
Insurgency Strategy as well as the Counter IED strategy. After completing is MBA and leaving the
Defense Industry Aaron began consulting in Strategy, process improvement, and leadership
development.
Aaron left the consulting world only to return with one of the largest consulting firms in the world in
a senior consulting role. During this time he took an opportunity to assist during the growth period
of a successful technology startup, as well as cofound his own which is currently disrupting the real
estate industry.
Aaron has a passion for life, and challenging himself and others as much as possible and has
accomplished much by following very specific rules in his life. Some of these accomplishments are
summiting Kilimanjaro, expedition length adventure racing as a sponsored athlete, repelling into the
2016 NCAA national championships with the Villa Nova flag, and most recently pursuing is PhD in
Management.
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In A War That Never Ends, Make Yourself Hard To
Executing In a Joint Environment and Building Resilient Teams
Leading From the Front, Battlefield to the
Embrace Your Fears
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